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LoanYour Money to
the Service Men

Your country is a huge garage the biggest, greatest garage in the world.'' f TZ
And you are a car, knowing its comfort, its protection and its shelter. : -

The Service Department is a very necessary part of it.
And when Trouble comes, when the hour of Need arrives, the efficiency of the service men is most im-

portant
This is the hour of trouble.
The Service Men of the mighty garage in which you live are khaki clad, earnest workers. Their tools are

their rifles, and the service they render involves the sacrifice of many of their lives. ii

They are hunters, whose mission it is to root .put trouble and either correct it, or end.it. .

You have lived twenty, forty, sixty years?
How many years will you demand free service from them ?

Does being one of God's great output entitle you to gratis service in the hour when all the Service Men
under Democracy's roof are called to protect His entire production?

Think!
Liberty Bonds are the backbone of the Service Department.
Their purpose is to feed, clothe, equip and maintain the service men to make those men fit to fight your

troubles and eliminate them.
And when you go to the support of those khaki garbed service forces you merely loan your money .to Uncle

Sam so that these mechanics of your destiny may do the work that you should pay for.

BUY LIBERTY BONDS FOR THE U. S.

SERVICE ARMIES ABROAD
The Government will pay you $4 every year for each $100 you lend to

the support of the service men.
These bonds are exempt from normal tax and are convertible if later

bonds bear higher interest.
They are transferable, and can be converted into cash at any time.
They mature November 15, 1942, but may be redeemed by the
on and after November 15, 1927.
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Motor Company Washington
Operating the 24th and M Street Garage

West 710-71-1
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STUTZ CARS SERVICE TRUCKS AUBURN CARS
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